Integrate AI-driven insights into Teams to make organizational knowledge searchable with machine learning-based recommendations.

Your business runs on information. Make it searchable.

1.8 hours

It’s the amount of time employees spend every day searching for and gathering information. (McKinsey)

Get highly relevant results to execute tasks faster with every search query—accessible when and where you need it inside Teams.

Don’t let your employees fall behind.

Don’t block productivity.

Create enterprise-wide efficiency. Don’t disrupt your workflow. Keep working in Teams with instant access to data from across your organization, regardless of where it resides.

Don’t waste time.

Switching between apps, searching through databases, and digging through email to find specific assets is painful and time consuming.

Get immediate, relevant results.

Integrate AI-driven insights to make it easy to find what you need. Get highly relevant search results from across your organization easily to boost productivity and increase your return on information.

Connect knowledge with seekers and increase your return on information.